KOWA CORPORATION

More speedy, more reliable and more economically…

Centralized

lubrication control

We are getting rid of the useless and moterialize the best
centralized lubrication control system

Link the present to the future, curiosity for the change the world
SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL
Aggressively develop free ideas by gazing at the "ground of demand" from a wide field-of-view.
We have created new high-value-added businesses backed by our development capabilities and solid market strategies

SINGLE LINE, DUAL LINE are reliable system which break the common

We are aggressively attacking with a strong curiosity in anticipation of modern society and the future.

practice of the exisiting lubrication system.

We contribute to society.

Our systems makse lubrication works rationalized and labor saved..It can

●Company Profile

redeuce the runnning cost because the needed amount of grease can be

COMPANY NAME：KOWA CORPORATION
ESTABLISH：1952 / APRIL
INCORPORATION：1960 / FEBRUARY
CAPITAL：95 million yen (Authorized Capital 120 million yen)
HEAD OFFICE：（Nishi-Kujo, Konohana-ku,Osaka）
Representative President/CEO：Mr Masami Hiroyasu

proparly lubricated to the required points without human hands even

OFFICE/ WORKS

Products &Service

Ichikawa Works：（Ichikawacho, Kanzakigun, Hyogo.）

(1)Lubricating・・Central lubricating system

Osaka branch：（Nishikujo, Konohana, Osaka）

then the machine is opreated. Even then the machine is opreated.
To meed the demanded of advanced lubrication management, useability
and convenience are improved more. You can choose the best system
accorgin to various kinds of lubrication condition and machine facilities.

Forced circulation lubricator

Hirokawa Works：（Hirokawacho, Aridagun, Wakayama）

(2)Marine・・Artificial fish reef

Tokyo branch：（Uchikanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo）

(3)Marine system・・Underwater explorationrobot etc.

Nishi-nihon branch：（Shiromicho, Fukuyama, Hiroshima）

(4)Food・・Ready-to-eat meals

Ｏil cerculate

(5)P&D・・Planning and Development

Oil circulating system succeeded the standardization of the
system and function.
Advanced system which contribute to the VA and VE.

●The oil department

As the machine and system become more advanced the demanded for the gears more accurate and bearings also become severe

～About the oil dept.～

such as to be faster, smaller, and more accurate The quality of the lubrication system highly influences hines the durability of the

Lubricant and lubricating device that contributes broadly to society through its original
know-how We are Japan's only expert manufacturer of lubricant control, which is

machines.
KOWA's oil circulating system standardizes 7 series 286 units complying with such a high needs.

capable of development a series of actual systems based on its many years of on-site

It lubricates the best lubricant of the proper amount with the proper pressure and temperature to the bearings and gears of the

management technologies and response to all kinds of technologies, from large to

various kinds of machine.

small.

It can also collect the used oil to the lubrication circuit and continuously lubricate after controlling the oil clean.
At present, well over 9,000 units have manufactured.

Please feel free to contact us for lubricant control.

As the lubrication system contributing to the VA and VE, they are widely adapted in the industrial world.

In addition to equipment detailed advice based on the accumulated result and knowhow of the our over many years, we believe that the use of this information in
factories, machinery, and facilities will contribute to further energy-savings, lower
costs, and higher functionality.

Please feel free to contact us and click 'CONTACT'

